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Stealth Angel Survival Proud to Announce Its Products Are Now Available in
All Fry's Electronics Stores

Fry's Has 34 Locations Across the United States

LOS ANGELES (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Stealth Angel Survival, the industry leading outdoor and urban
survival brand, is incredibly proud to announce that its products are now available in all Fry's Electronics stores
across the United States. Originally founded in 1985 and based out of San Jose, California, Fry's is a leading
American retailer of software, consumer electronics, household appliances, computer hardware and more.

"We are very excited about our partnership with Fry's Electronics" said Krist A. of Stealth Angel Survival. "We
always make it our mission to offer survival and safety products that people need when they need them the
most. Making sure that our the Stealth Angel brand is now available in Fry's is a major step forward in that
regard, helping to get our innovate products out to the widest possible audience."

The partnership with Fry's Electronics is yet another in a series of recent steps that Stealth Angel Survival has
taken in its expansion across the country. Originally, all of its products - including the famous Stealth Angel
Survival Kit - were available only on the company's website. Over the last year, however, as the company has
continued to grow more successful it has expanded into a wide range of different retail channels. In addition to
Fry's, Stealth Angel Survival products are also available from sources like Amazon.com, Walmart and more.

Stealth Angel Survival offers a wide range of different products that are built with customer needs in mind.
Stealth Angel is an American owned and operated company that takes just as much pride in its unbeatable
customer service as it does in the products that it sells.

From the moment Stealth Angel Survival originally launched until now, its core mission has always remained
the same: it strives to be the premier site to find essential outdoors, camping, hiking, adventure and survival
equipment for customers all across the country. All items are hand selected by a team of passionate,
knowledgeable experts in an effort to help guide people through any situation that they happen to find
themselves in with the safest and most effective way possible.

Above all else, Stealth Angel Survival was founded with one guiding principle: to provide the most essential,
highest quality products at an affordable price. The fact that Stealth Angel products can now be found in all
Fry's Electronics stores is just another in a long line of major steps that the company has taken in an effort to
live up to that promise all day, every day, no exceptions.

Fry's Electronics began life with just one store, located in the heart of Sunnyvale, California in 1985. Since that
day the company has grown exponentially - the chain posted sales of over $2.4 billion across its 34 locations in
2008 alone. It employees almost 14,000 people and continues to be a leading brand in terms of electronics,
computers and computer repair and much more.

Those interested in learning more about Fry's Electronics or finding a location in their area are encouraged to
visit the company's official website at www.frys.com. Those interested in learning more about all of the
different products that Stealth Angel Survival has to offer, or those looking to get answers to all of their
important questions, are encouraged to visit www.stealthangelsurvival.com.
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Contact Information
Krist Agakhanyan
Stealth Angel Survival
http://https://www.stealthangelsurvival.com/
+1 877-210-7911

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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